Special Notes

- SmartKey+ is designed as a simple to install and operate, robust, key cabinet, but due diligence and training should still be provided, to ensure efficient operation.

- SmartKey+ key cells are pre-determined and based on the interlocking logic specified at the time of order. There is no on-site programming of key cells required, but further additions or changes can be accomplished.
Sequence of SmartKey+ Assembly

SmartKey+ is assembled in the following sequence:

1. Identify a position (wall) in a Control Room for the SmartKey+ installation and use appropriate fixings.
2. Plug the SmartKey+ in to a mains point.
3. Open the SmartKey+ door using the key provided and check power supply LED is lit to confirm power from source to cabinet.
4. Turn the SmartKey+ on using the switch.
5. Wait for the SmartKey+ to initialize.
6. SmartKey+ is ready for programming.
7. Remove Emergency Access Key.